How Accurate Are First Visit Diagnoses Using Synchronous Video Visits with Physicians?
Telediagnosis (TD), which uses information and communications technology, has recently undergone rapid development. Since no studies have compared the diagnostic precision of TD to that of face-to-face diagnosis (FD), we examined and compared the diagnostic accuracy of these diagnostic approaches among general medicine outpatients. Data of 97 patients (45 men and 52 women with a mean age of 52 years) who underwent initial examinations at a regional hospital were analyzed. Two fully trained general medicine physicians were selected from a group of three physicians to perform FD and TD. Levels of agreement (as κ coefficients) were determined between TD and FD diagnoses as well as between final diagnoses and TD and FD diagnoses. The κ coefficients were 0.75 for TD and FD and 0.81 for both, the final diagnoses and the TD and FD diagnoses, revealing a sufficiently high level of diagnostic agreement. TD can provide the same level of diagnostic accuracy as FD among general medicine outpatients for adults. The help of medical assistants and the utilization of physical examination devices might enable medical staff to provide TD care similar in quality to FD. TD could be a useful diagnostic tool when medical work force is limited (e.g., in remote areas, during natural disasters, and in at-home care).